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The News and Views of the Association of Dive Program Administrators

2020 saw many depart our ADPA community--some
positions eliminated, while others retired or moved
to other areas of their institution. I want to thank two
such members for their contributions to the ADPA:
Jeff Christiansen and Jenna Clos. Scores of members
benefited from the underwater communications
expertise that Jeff graciously imparted through
Training Day workshops, fielding listserv inquiries,
and consulting with members one-on-one. Jenna's
work as Co-Chair and then Chair of the Training Day
Committee expanded the scope and content of the
offerings available to the membership each
November. We wish Jeff a terrific retirement and
Jenna great success in her new Human Resources
position at the Oregon Coast Aquarium.
Jenna’s departure leaves a vacancy on the Training
Day Committee, so please contact Committee Chair
Paul Dimeo if you are interested in joining.
Despite the effects of the pandemic-induced
economic downturn on all of our institutions, the
ADPA membership remains strong. While we
experienced some attrition, we also saw an increase
in new members, so we are only eight percent off

2020 figures. And with three quarters left in
the year, the Membership Committee expects
to gain the same number of members as in
2020, and maybe even more.
A special thanks to the AAUS Board of
Directors for inviting the ADPA membership to
participate in their COVID Town Hall Meeting
in January. Also, ADPA members Scott
Chapman (and AAUS board member), Jake Emmert,
Todd Hall, Mark Lane, Justin Kantor, Will Love, and I
paneled the various sessions offered during the AAUS
DSO/Business Meeting in February. This heightened
ADPA involvement in AAUS activity illustrates the
ever-strengthening relationship between our two
organizations, punctuated by AAUS President Derek
Smith and President-Elect Jim Hayward being ADPA
members, and Jake Emmert and I being members of
the AAUS.
Your Board of Directors plans to hold our annual midyear meeting virtually in late Spring to decide how to
prepare for the ADPA Annual Symposium and
Training Day. Much of our decision centers around
DEMA’s pending announcement of an in-person
convention in Las Vegas this November, so remain on
the lookout for additional details in the coming
weeks.
In closing, I want to direct your attention to the In
Memoriam for ADPA founding member Randy Wilder
who passed away on 14 January. Randy, along with
Jim Hart, Maryann Buehn, and Perry Hampton,
created this member-driven association to support
fellow dive program administrators. And it is that
spirit that lives on in each of us as the Association’s
membership. It is remarkable to reflect on these four
individuals’ work and the forty-fold growth that this
organization they established has experienced over
the years.
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brimming with the hope of returning to
the normalcy we called 2019. It is indeed
an exciting time -- spring is here,
vaccinations are in full swing, and closed
institutions have reopening dates! And
welcome to this first edition of the
revised Bottom Times Newsletter, now
published three times per year.
Publication changes include the Organizational
Spotlight section highlighting dive office staff for
multi-dive officer facilities and an added Research
Spotlight piece. Future editions will also offer
featured content from ADPA Corporate Partners.
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Hello ADPA. Welcome to 2021--a year
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Industry News
AAUS COVID-19 Town Hall - 1/21/21
Click here to access the town hall recording.See the
AAUS Town Hall Shared Documents email sent on 27 January
for copies of handouts and presentations. AAUS members can also access these
items via AAUS>Resource Library>COVID-19 Resources>Town Hall 2021 Documents. Login is required.
COVID-19 Resources page
Please view the ADPA COVID-19 Resources page for updated links and documents from UCSD.
AAUS Business and DSO meeting - 2/25/21
The Business Meeting included Committee Reports and Program Updates (E-Learning Platform
Development, Accreditation, AAUS Instructor Program, Townhall Training Sessions, and World Diving
Scientific Training Council (WDSTC).
The afternoon DSO Meeting included Vendor Hall, AAUS BOD Strategic Planning, OSHA Update, and
various Emerging Issues Concurrent Sessions and wrapped up with the Awards ceremony.
Feb 2022 AAUS Diving For Science Symposium - Texas A&M Galveston & Moody Gardens, Galveston, TX
DEMA
Future Dates and Locations - For additional dates, see - https://www.dema.org/page/ShowAbout
Venue

Hall(S)

City, State

DEMA Show
2021*

November 16-19,
2021*

Las Vegas Convention Center

South
Halls

Las Vegas, NV

DEMA Show
2022*

November 1-4,
2022*

Orange County Convention
Center

South
Halls

Orlando, FL

DEMA Show
2023*

November 14-17,
2023*

Ernest N. Morial Convention
Center

Halls G-J

New Orleans,
LA

DEMA Show
2024

Dates TBD

Las Vegas Convention Center

Halls TBD

Las Vegas, NV

*Please Note: For the Shows marked with an asterisk, Show days fall on Tuesday through Friday.
As DEMA is no longer an ADPA Corporate Partner, non-discounted registration fees will apply.
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Organizational Spotlight: By Mark Craven, Allison Shafer and Lauren Larese
Tennessee Aquarium, Chattanooga, TN

The Aquarium features about 12,000 animals
representing roughly 800 species. The Aquarium
operates two offsite facilities: the River Gorge
Explorer, a 65-foot catamaran offering daily river
tours, and the popular IMAX 3D theater.
Chattanooga recognizes the Tennessee
Aquarium as a vital part of its revitalization--a
2014 study established the Aquarium's direct
and indirect contributions to the local economy
at greater than $100 million annually.
Dive Program
The dive program normally consists of about 190
volunteer divers and 17 staff divers, logging an
average of 6,500 dives per year. With the COVID19 pandemic changing nearly everything about
our lives over the past year, the Aquarium has
scaled back its dive program to 100 volunteers
and 14 staff divers who completed about 2,500
dives in 2020. Although public dive shows are
currently on hold to encourage social distancing
within the Aquarium, in more normal times,
teams of six volunteers generally conduct four
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The Aquarium was an immediate success. It
attracted more than 1.5 million visitors by the
end of its first full year in 1993 and has only
grown in popularity since. The original River
Journey building contains a total of 400,000
gallons and was the largest freshwater aquarium
in the world when it opened. Its major exhibits
include River Giants, the Appalachian Cove
Forest featuring River Otter Falls, and Tennessee
River gallery with its many locally found species.
A major expansion in 2005 added the 700,000
gallon Ocean Journey building, which features
habitats found in the Gulf of Mexico, a penguin
exhibit, and an invertebrate gallery. At 618,000

gallons, Secret Reef, the largest exhibit in the
Tennessee Aquarium, depicts the Flower Garden
Banks
National
Marine
Sanctuary’s
environment, displaying charismatic species
such as sand tiger sharks and green sea turtles.
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About the Aquarium
The Tennessee Aquarium opened its doors in
1992 as an integral part of a large-scale project
aimed at revitalizing Chattanooga’s historic
downtown area. The city had been experiencing
decades of deindustrialization and population
decline when in 1984, a community group came
together to devise a plan to reclaim the
Tennessee River area, focusing on public access
and meaningful development along the
riverfront. When Chattanoogans envisioned a
renaissance for their city, they returned to its
1816 birth-site where Cherokee Chief John Ross
established a trading post on the Tennessee
River banks. The new Tennessee Aquarium was
to serve as a cornerstone for the revitalization of
the waterfront, and its opening was shortly
followed by other attractions such as the
Chattanooga Visitor’s Center, the Creative
Discovery Museum, and new parks. The
development spawned a new wave of private
enterprise as well, and the Tennessee River area,
previously called the “dirtiest city in America” by
Walter Cronkite, was reborn as one of the
country’s “best places to live, work, and play.”
(Outside Magazine.)
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dive shows per day, as well as daily exhibit
feeding and cleaning dives. In 2020, the seven
dives conducted by the volunteers daily whittled
down to just two dives requiring a team of only
four divers.
Fieldwork and Collaboration
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In past years, the Tennessee Aquarium
conducted joint field collections with other
institutions such as the Florida Aquarium and
cross-training events with the Georgia
Aquarium. The Tennessee Aquarium is an official
partner of the Flower Garden Banks National
Marine Sanctuary, Audubon Aquarium of the
Americas, Moody Gardens, Inc., and the Texas
State Aquarium. Together they form the
Aquarium-Sanctuary Partnership for America’s
Keystone
Wildlife
Project.
Tennessee
Aquarium’s current role is conducting larval fish
research, and DSO Mark Craven is hopeful that
the project will include some field diving once
COVID-related restrictions are lifted.
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About the DSO
Early on for Mark Craven, it was apparent that diving would be
an important part of reaching his career goals. While working on
his degree in Aquatic Biology and Fisheries Management at
Tennessee Technological University, Mark took a diving P.E.
course, which led to him becoming dive certified.
Mark’s introduction into the aquarium industry started in guest
services checking tickets, which led him to a herpetology
internship opportunity. As the internship was nearing a close, a
husbandry position opened, allowing Mark to experience
different galleries and assist in caring for a temporary venomous
exhibit. After accumulating these experiences, Mark found
himself in a gallery that required him to participate in a fair
amount of maintenance diving. This new opportunity also
started a friendship with Brett Dodson, who was the DSO at the
time.
While working closely with Brett, Mark became enamored with
the finer workings of running aquarium dive programs. Mark
would spend large portions of his day talking to Brett about
regulations and helping to proofread program safety manual
updates. This mentorship eventually led to Mark becoming the
DSO in 2005. Fast forward to 2021, and Mark is still heading the
dive program, although current funding restrictions have
reduced his dive staff to just him for the time being.
Mark loves being able to share his experiences with guests in
hopes that they, too, will find a place for conservation and love
of the aquatic world in their hearts. Mark also enjoys being able
to meet and share ideas with others in their volunteer program
and outreach.
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Outside of being the Tennessee Aquarium DSO, you can catch
Mark enjoying outdoor activities with his family, such as fly
fishing and backpacking. Mark is also hoping to get his family on
the road more in their RV to visit other aquariums throughout
North America.
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Spotlight
Spot A Shark USA
Submitted by Shawn Harper, Diving Safety Officer, North Carolina Aquarium on Roanoke Island
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When a diver uploads an
image to the SAS website,
they receive a notification
when their shark has been
spot-mapped. The SAS
system also sends email
updates to every diver
who submitted pictures of
the same shark when it
has been “spotted” by another participant,
letting everyone know when and where the new
encounter occurred. These repeat encounters of
individual STS are a fun aspect for all divers
participating in the SAS project. To date, a total
of 60 STS have been encountered more than
once by divers on different days and at multiple
locations across North Carolina.
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Spot A Shark USA (SAS) is a
citizen
science
project
focused
on
collecting
valuable information about
sand tiger sharks (STS) from
recreational divers who
encounter them while diving.
Divers can share their STS
images with researchers via
spotasharkusa.com. The research team, led by
the North Carolina Aquariums (NCA), uses the
website database combined with software to
map unique spot patterns visible along the sides
of the sharks. These “spot-maps” are then
compared with previously mapped images to
either match to an identified shark or issue a new
shark ID if no match to the spot-maps is found.
This method allows us to study important topics
such as habitat use, reproduction, and how
changes in environmental conditions might
impact shark behavior and survivability. The
research, in turn, is used to inform management
decisions aimed at STS conservation and educate
and inspire the public to value these animals and
their marine environment. Since the start of the
project in 2018, over 50 divers have submitted
thousands of photos to the SAS database,
resulting in over 1,300 individual shark IDs.
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We hope to inspire other aquariums and their
divers to submit their photos of STS they
encounter along the coast, from the Gulf of
Maine to the Gulf of Mexico. Please spread the
word and assist as you can, especially if it
involves more images of sharks!

General Information:
Shawn Harper
Diving Safety Officer
North Carolina Aquarium Roanoke Island
374 Airport Road, Manteo, NC 27954
Email: shawn.harper@ncaquariums.com
Office: 252-475-2333
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While having recreational divers share their
images with us provides a treasure trove of
information, it does create challenges in
analyzing the data. Photos collected by
recreational divers are not done in a statistically
randomized manner and therefore carry
inherent biases. In an attempt to offset some of
these biases, we are working to expand the
image database through directed scientific
diving operations. We are working with AZA and
SEZARC to develop strong connections with

other institutions that wish to support SAS’s
goals (e.g., Georgia Aquarium and New York
Aquarium). With these collaborations and more
(fingers crossed), we are working towards
conducting scientific SAS dives in 2022, assuming
that we are past the worst
of the pandemic by that
time. Directed sampling
efforts by skilled scientific
divers will result in a
wealth of data to fill in
some of the current data
gaps and significantly
expand the statistical
power
of
the
SAS
database.
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Patterns in the data are now starting to emerge.
For example, we can see numbers of STS
fluctuate as they seasonally migrate through
North Carolina, with some individuals appearing
to remain year-round. The STS seems to frequent
certain shipwrecks more
regularly than
other
neighboring wreck sites.
We also see potential
shifts in habitat use
depending on the season
and
environmental
changes occurring around
the shipwrecks. Variability
between
males
and
females,
reproductive
females, and sharks of different ages is becoming
apparent as well. We have received images of
pregnant females and young-of-the-year in the
same area, but specific details about when and
where females are giving birth remain unknown.
We are starting to investigate and assess these
patterns for significance and potential factors
that could drive the observed STS behaviors.
There are many mysteries to unravel, to say the
least! It’s the hope of the Southeast Zoo Alliance
for Reproduction and Conservation (SEZARC) STS
Consortium that solving some of these mysteries
could lead to improvements in the propagation
of STS in aquariums.
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Going Vertical
Submitted by: Andrea O’Daniels, Animal Manager, Kansas City Zoo

Utilizing Vertical Space for SCUBA Cylinder Storage
Our Horizontal Problem:
- We have two teams that SCUBA dive to clean our pools at the Kansas City Zoo.
- Initially, our dive gear was kept in separate locations, but to improve efficiency
and maintenance it was decided to consolidate all gear into one location.
- We moved all the SCUBA gear to our Penguin building, with the SCUBA cylinders
stored on the floor in a horizontal position.
- This took up an enormous amount of space and caused a tripping hazard as the
stems often stuck out into our walking path.
- There was a need to find a better storage solution for our SCUBA cylinders.
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For more information or configuration questions, email Andrea: andreaodaniels@fotzkc.org
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Our Vertical DIY Solution:
- We decided to utilize our vertical space for cylinder storage. Regular shelving was
our first thought, however, the cylinders would roll around and have the cylinder
boots get snagged on the shelving making it harder to pull on/off the shelving
unit.
- The idea was formed to use PVC tubes as cradles for the cylinders.
- A wood frame was constructed with the PVC tubes on the inside using ½”
plywood we painted.
- The tubes attach to each other with 100% silicone, each tube holding 1 cylinder.
- Two sizes of the PVC tubing are used: PVC-10” diameter for AL80 SCUBA
cylinders and PVC-6” diameter for pony cylinders and Spare Airs. Each piece is 20”
long to accommodate the length of the cylinders.
The total depth of the frame is 30” to provide protection for the stems of each
cylinder. Our cylinder storage unit holds up to 18 AL80 cylinders and up to 10
ponies/Spare Airs.
- The total cost for this project was $580. You can find all of the supplies to build
this through your local hardware or stores.

That’s all there is to it! See you next issue with
another helpful Dive Hack. And if you have
tricks of your own you’d like to share, send
‘em in to: David DeBoer, Communications
Co-Chair, Pat McLaughlin or Sean Eckley.
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In Memoriam – Randy Wilder – (1953-2021)

Randy had an understated impact on occupational
diving in the United States. In the early years as DSO,
Randy was proactively trying to figure out how
Aquarium diving programs should be classified:
scientific or commercial. He decided to attend one of
the early AAUS meetings and quickly realized that he
was the only Aquarium DSO in the room. After a few
years of attending meetings (and sitting by himself most
of the time), his persistence paid off. His dive manual
and application for Organizational Member (OM) status
was accepted, and the Monterey Bay Aquarium became
the first aquarium OM of AAUS. He was also responsible
for hiring Gavin Wuttkin as his Assistant Diving Safety
Officer (ADSO) a few years later. Gavin went on to
become (and still is) a leader in occupational/scientific
diving, serving on the board of AAUS and ADPA as
President. Randy was a great listener, friend, and
mentor. He will be deeply missed.
Here are some lovely memories and stories of Randy
that we wanted to share with you.
Geoff Drake - Former MBA Content/Social Media team
“Randy was a true renaissance guy. I can’t even count
his areas of expertise: diver, dive safety instructor (he
started the dive safety program at the Aquarium),
motorcycle racer, motorcycle mechanic, car mechanic,
ski hill groomer, snow machine mechanic, gun and gun
safety expert, photographer, videographer, triathlete,

He made every photographer who
shot for media outlets at the
Aquarium look great because he
was so generous about sharing
what he’d
learned
about
photographing the Aquarium. My
(Ken's) favorite story was when
David Doubilet and Peter Benchley
came out to report on our first great white shark. Randy
had already figured out the lighting, with a complicated
system of 15 strobes cantilevered out from the front of
the exhibit (behind the scenes) on long light-stand
poles. He figured out how to trigger the strobes from in
front of the exhibit. When Doubliet’s Nikon camera
wouldn’t sync up with the strobes, Randy loaned him his
Canon. Basically, he did everything but push the shutter
button so David Doubilet could get a two-page photo
that ran in National Geographic.
He communicated so well with the Animal Care Team,
which got him opportunities to create great photos of
our exhibits, permanent and special exhibitions. He was
a great mentor to Tyson Rininger, who worked with
Randy for years as a volunteer. And he was really
patient with people during photo shoots, so he could
make them look good.
He landed his job at the Aquarium in the dive office
because he had been generous to a bedraggled hippielooking guy who brought his beater Volvo into the
garage where Randy was working. The guy mentioned a
new Aquarium was hiring, and suggested Randy drop
his name as a reference, and apply for a job. Randy
figured – Ha! What good will that do? Poor guy can’t
even afford a decent car. The guy was…Robin Burnett one of our founders. And Randy started out in the Dive
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Randy touched so many of us and
was an integral part of the
Monterey Bay Aquarium from the
very beginning. He served as the
Aquarium’s Dive Safety Officer
(DSO) starting in 1985 and
transitioned to staff photographer
in the mid-’90s.

bicycle rider…the guy took life in
big bites. He was inquisitive about
everything.
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In memory of Randy Wilder, who
passed away on January 14, 2021.
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Office as our first dive safety officer before transitioning
to photography.

occurred since that time with over 25 years of growth in
our membership and Symposium offerings.

He captured some of the most iconic images over the
years: of our young white sharks, of our jellies and the
Open Sea exhibit, beautiful shots of sea otters and the
kelp forest, and so much more. After he started contract
photography rather than being a staffer, he volunteered
hours documenting the Moto Talbott Motorcycle
Museum in Carmel Valley – a real
passion project for him.

Here are some memories from the other three
Founders.

“Just a great, great person. He is a great guy. Humble
and sweet, with a lot of crazy fun! Randy was a sensitive
and deep person. He was humorous and caring while
attending to each diver as he helped grow the dive
program during its infancy. He loved photography.
Categorizing photo images was a challenge back in the
’90s. He figured out a way to cross-reference images in
his file system! When he became the Aquarium’s staff
photographer, I was so happy. His calm and gentle
manner made us so comfortable during photo shoots.
He was a perfectionist, and it showed in his graphic
works. He was a professional and seemed to be very
happy photographing at the MBA. I will always
remember that about him, as well as his great smile.
May he Rest in Peace.
He will be missed by Aquarium staff, longtime volunteer
divers, and his family.”
The A(American) ADPA began with a phone call in 1993
and had four original DSO founders from Monterey Bay
Aquarium, Aquarium of the Americas, Epcot Living
Seas, and the National Aquarium in Baltimore. In
addition to his founding role, Randy was the AADPA
Communication and Symposium Chair. That first
Symposium took place in conjunction with the 1995
DEMA in San Francisco. Annual Symposiums have

Although he accomplished much
more in his life, my friendship
with Randy was born out of our
common love of the ocean,
exploration, and diving. It was his
generosity,
intellect
and
professionalism that inspired me
and
made
the
American
Association of Dive Program
Administrators possible (AADPA).
When I first called him in 1989, "out of the blue,” as a
hopeful new dive officer, he immediately offered any
resources he had to help me start the Aquarium of the
Americas diving program. It was the amazing help he
offered, and the spirit with which offered it, that
encouraged me to boldly suggest we should start an
organization to offer help and support, in that same
spirit, to some of the other dive programs that were
cropping up around the country.
Because of our discussions, that idea," we should start
an organization,” became "we can start an
organization.”
As a mentor, friend, and as a professional Dive
Administrator, Randy was as good as it gets. After I met
Randy, one of my personal goals, still evident in the
aspirations of the ADPA today, was that all dive
administrators should act and be treated as the
generous, diving professional Randy embodied. The
legacy of his generosity, leadership, and friendship will
go on long after he is gone.
Jim met Perry Hampton and MaryAnn Buehn through
Randy. They also believed in their dream to foster
professionalism and communication among dive
officers. Together, they envisioned the missions and
articles of incorporation to start the organization.
Randy, using his resources, turned them into the
professionally written, official documents needed.
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Karen Harris - MBA Volunteer Diver

The Kind of Man Randy Wilder was…
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He loved taking long motorcycle
trips, collected and sold old
stereograph photos that he bought
and sold at antique fairs. He was
ALWAYS curious – about anything in
the world, and always superattentive to anyone with whom he
spent time. He was fully present
with people, not someone whose mind wandered when
you started to talk.”

Jim Hart – original AADPA President, Aquarium of the
Americas

April 2021
Jim, Perry, and MaryAnn were all running large,
challenging, and innovative programs. Randy was
always there to encourage and advise Jim, despite his
own challenges, creating groundbreaking programs and
exhibits at Monterey. Randy’s key role in the success of
Jim’s Aquarium programs reinforced the value of an
organization like the AADPA and inspired his efforts for
years to come.
The tenacity, hard work, and conviction of the four
founders kept the AADPA afloat during its first 5 years.
Today’s ADPA still shares the same common bond of
comradery and the love of our aquatic environments.
MaryAnn Buehn – original AADPA Secretary, Epcot
Living Seas
We all have similar experiences with and
remembrances of Randy as a mentor, friend, and true
dive professional who lived his passions to the fullest.
He was a game-changer in many ways, and his
handprints are all over the inception of (A)ADPA as well
as its continued success.
I feel honored to have had the opportunity to work with
him and call him a friend. Well done, Randy!
Perry Hampton – original Finance Chair, National
Aquarium in Baltimore
When I was “Volunteer Diver Coordinator” (included
Dive Officer title) at the National Aquarium in Baltimore,
we concluded that we should have a dive safety manual.

#20

Dive officers today will have difficulty believing that
there was ever a time when such a basic and essential
thing did not exist, but in many respects, those days
were the “wild west.” I had not the slightest idea how
to go about writing such a thing, but I had heard good
things about a certain aquarium on the west coast that,
while still relatively new, was starting to make a name
for doing some pretty great things. I thought that might
be a good place to start to ask for advice, so I decided to
see if I could contact someone at MBA who might be
able to help me.
Fortunately, whomever it was that I first spoke with put
me in touch with Randy. He could not have been nicer
and was very tolerant of my incessant questions. I will
forever be grateful to him for his help. When Jim later
contacted me about the idea of creating AADPA, I was
thrilled to hear that Randy would be a part of it.
I know I was not the only neophyte who contacted him
for advice on how to establish and run an aquarium dive
program over the years. He really made enormous
contributions to get us all where we are today, with safe
and well-organized dive programs.
He will be missed but never forgotten.
The ADPA wants to thank Randy for his years of service
and mentorship. We honored our founders at our 2019
ADPA Symposium, and in closing,
“As we move into the future, it’s important to recognize
where we’ve come from.” (quote from Holly Bourbon.)

If you would like to make a donation in Randy's memory, here are some charities that were important to him.
Monterey Bay Aquarium
American Indian Education Fund (Albuquerque, NM)
Monterey SPCA
Animal Friends Rescue Project
USA Shooting (Olympic Shooting Team, Colorado Springs, CO)
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Wounded Warrior Project (Jacksonville, FL)
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New Member Update
Professional Members:

Associate Members:
Name – Samantha Arner
Institution – Conservancy of Southwest Florida
Email – samanthaa@conservancy.org
Name – Kat Echevarria
Institution – St. Louis Aquarium at Union Station
Email – kechevarria@stlouisaquarium.com
Name – Sally Hoke
Institution – Indianapolis Zoo
Email – shoke@indyzoo.com
Name – Lea Messing
Institution – Alohilani Resort
Email – lmessing@alohilaniresort.com
Name – Kaitlin Morgan
Institution – Sea Life Grapevine
Email – kaitlin.morgan@merlinentertainments.biz

Name – Jonathon Breeling
Institution – Georgia Aquarium
Email – jbreeling@georgiaaquarium.org
Name – Jessica Miles
Institution – Port Defiance Zoo & Aquarium
Email – jessie.miles@pdza.org
Name – Lauren Rotsted
Institution – Georgia Aquarium
Email – rotstela@gmail.com
Name – Kaelyn Tharp
Institution – Clearwater Marine Aquarium
Email –- ktharp@cmaquarium.org

Name – Christine Nottage
Institution – Sea Life Charlotte-Concord
Emai – christine.nottage@merlinentertainments.biz
Name – Kevin Sommerkamp
Institution – Newport Aquarium
Email – ksommerkamp@newportaquarium.com

Texas State Aquarium - Dive Safety Officer
Texas State Aquarium in Corpus Christi is hiring a full-time Dive Safety Officer. For
inquiries, contact Justin Sefcik, Director of Operations: jsefcik@txstateaq.org
TSA Dive Safety Officer Position

AAUS Website Job Postings
http://www.aaus.org
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AZA Website Job Postings
https://www.aza.org/joblisting/
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ADPA Website Job Postings
https://adpa.org/jobs/
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The Informed Diver
Member Media Links:
Audubon Aquarium of the Americas Fish ID Flashcards and Fish ID Quiz
Submitted by Chad Burtrum, DSO/Dive Program Manager, Audubon Aquarium of the Americas
Audubon of the Americas Fish ID Flashcards & Audubon Of the Americas Fish ID Quiz
Fish ID flashcards and fish ID quiz for new diver training at the Audubon Aquarium of the Americas
created using Google Doc. Free and customizable platform.
Virtual Training for Divers - Dive Tables
Submitted by Robbie Christian, former ADSO at the University of Miami
https://360.articulate.com/review/content/2c8a790b-f3a8-44a3-ad1b-e0e30d7055a6/review
Sample eLearning module I created at the University of Miami, shared to highlight the program and
provide inspiration for you to think creatively about interactive virtual diver training.
Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary Triples in Size
https://marinesanctuary.org/news/flower-garden-banks-national-marine-sanctuary-triples-in-size/
Submitted by Jake Emmert, DSO, Moody Gardens
Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary has been expanded from 56 to 160 square miles,
adding 14 additional reefs and banks to the sanctuary, with slight adjustments to the boundaries of the
sanctuary's original three banks.
“Through our Aquarium-Sanctuary Partnership for America’s Keystone Wildlife, we work to align our
conservation-education messaging and field conservation efforts to broaden the impact of the great
work being done by the FGBNMS team. The expansion of the Sanctuary’s protection over these
additional 14 banks and the diverse biological systems they support is exciting and we anticipate years of
collaborative Aquarium-Sanctuary projects associated with these natural resource gems. Moody
Gardens’ dive operations will continue to serve as a resource to our FGBNMS partners as we explore the
new undersea habitats and protect the ecosystem. We look forward to showcasing the discoveries in our
backyard Sanctuary to our millions of visitors here in Galveston.” - Greg Whittaker
Spot A Shark USA!
https://spotasharkusa.com/
Submitted by Shawn Harper, DSO, North Carolina Aquarium on Roanoke Island
Website link for Spot A Shark USA, a citizen-science project set-up by the North Carolina Aquariums that
invites anyone who spends time in the water to participate in sand tiger shark research along the
Atlantic coast.
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American Diving Supply Recall List
https://www.americandivingsupply.com/Notices-And-Recalls-s/342.htm
List of SCUBA equipment recalls from 2015 -2020
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Corporate Partner Report

http://www.dan.org/store

OCEANEARS DRS-6E/SA361 DEFENDER
Acoustic Diver Signaling Device is now the leading
diver recall system in the World.
FEATURES:
100 Watts - Siren Power
Two Tones (Yelp & Wail)
2000 feet recall range
ECO-MATE Connectors
Weight: 14 lbs.

Operates on Internal
12 VDC Battery Power.

MADE in USA.

NO Receiver required
ONE YEAR WARRANTY
Recall Electronics in Grey Box
with TWO Toggle Switches. Pelican 1450 YELLOW Case for storage.
OCEANEARS DRS-6E Underwater Speaker with 25 feet of cable.

www.oceanears.com

Page

O.E. ENTERPRISES / OCEANEARS
1638 Cottonwood Drive, North Canton, OH 44720
TEL: 330-896-3644
CELL: 330-208-7962
oceanears@gmail.com
www.oceanears.com
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PRICE: U.S. $1650.00 plus shipping.
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https://avesstudio.com

Page

http://www.spareair.com
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www.animal-exhibits.com

April 2021
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www.rescuextraining.com

Page
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www.sherwoodscuba.com

April 2021
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Bottom Times is the quarterly newsletter of the Association of Dive Program Administrators. Submit jobs, ideas,
and other info to the communication committee one month before the next release date.
Scheduled releases: April 2021 / July 2021 / October 2021

Communication Committee
Chair
Co-Chair
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Dave DeBoer
Holly Martel Bourbon
Mark Lane
Allison Shafer
Sean Eckley
Brendan DeGrim
Lauren Larese
Pat McLaughlin

david@dadweb.com
(National Aquarium, MD)
hbourbon@aqua.org
(California Academy of Sciences, CA)
mlane@calacademy.org
(California Academy of Sciences, CA)
ashafer@calacademy.org
(California Science Center, CA) SEckley@californiasciencecenter.org
(Maritime Aquarium, CT)
bdegrim@maritimeaquarium.org
(Bass Pro Shops, Wonders of Wildlife, MO) lmlarese@basspro.com
(Adventure Aquarium, NJ) pmclaughlin@adventureaquarium.com

Board of Directors
President
President - Elect
Secretary
Treasurer
Membership
Director-at-Large

Mauritius Bell
Jake Emmert
Halle Minshall
Paul Dimeo
Andrew Solomon
Holly Martel Bourbon

(California Academy of Sciences, CA)
(Moody Gardens, TX)
(Greater Cleveland Aquarium, OH)
(Aquarium of the Pacific, CA)
(California Science Center, CA)
(National Aquarium, MD)

mbell@calacademy.org
jemmert@moodygardens.org
hminshall@bhwk.com
pdimeo@lbaop.org
asolomon@cscmail.org
hbourbon@aqua.org

2021 ADPA Committee Rosters
Training Day – Paul Dimeo – Chair
Jon Nonnenmacher
Ryan Yuen
*Looking for Members

Corporate Partner – Mauritius Bell – Chair
Paul Dimeo – Co-Chair
Arnold Postell
Ashley McCarthy

Symposium – Halle Minshall – Chair
Jake Emmert – Co-Chair
Holly Bourbon
Peter Mawhinney
Ryan Yuen
Jon Nonnenmacher
Ethan Simmons
Shannon Hunt

IT Committee – Scott Chapman – Chair
Chris Miller
Allison Shafer

*Elections committee is chaired by out-going President and works with past Presidents to run election.

ADPA Website www.adpa.org
ADPA Google Group https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/adpa (Member Access Only)
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Communications – Dave DeBoer – Co-Chair
Holly Bourbon – Co-Chair/Editor
Mark Lane – Co-Editor
Allison Shafer
Brendan DeGrim
Sean Eckley
Pat McLaughlin
Lauren Larese

Page

Membership – Andrew Solomon – Chair
Chris Duncan – Co-Chair
Chip Arnold
Marina Bozinovic
Amanda Weiler

External Affairs – George Peterson– Chair
Mark Craven – Co-Chair
James Bonovich

